
 

Tumhari Sulu is a 2012 Indian romantic comedy film produced by Rajkumar Hirani and his production company, Aanand L.
Rai Productions Pvt. Ltd. It was written and directed by Hirani in his directorial debut film, with music composed by Pritam
Chakraborty and cinematography by Ravi Varman. The film stars Vidya Balan, Ranveer Singh and Kabir Bedi in lead roles with
Boman Irani, Manish Malhotra and Prem Chopra playing supporting roles. The film was released on 29 December 2012.
Shrikant Ahire (Vidya Balan), is an unusual teacher at an institute in Mumbai. He has a strange habit of following the rules
literally, all the way to ignorance, ignorance of his students' feelings, and ignorance about his own feelings when in love with his
colleague Sakshi (Ranvir Shorey). However, in contrast to most Indian films where love in unrequited or unrequited in the
beginning, Shrikant's romance with Sakshi is fully reciprocated. Shrikant is a kind, yet eccentric teacher at a school in Mumbai.
He is an extremely hard-working teacher who acts as a disciplinarian and motivator to his students, particularly those who do not
have the intellectual capacity to make it to top colleges. This is notable as Shrikant treats his students even more harshly than he
does with each other. When the professor of the institute dies unexpectedly one fateful day, Shrikant takes over his classes and
continues on as before, only now he has to worry about what people think of him. Sakshi, his ex-girlfriend's husband, eventually
comes across Shrikant's soft side, but this man is full of surprising surprises. Sakshi reveals that he knows about Shrikant's
feelings for him through his wife. They are both in a relationship. Shrikant later meets the new professor of the institute, Sulu
(Kabir Bedi), who has quite a negative impression about him after their previous meeting at a party where Sulu was drunk and
misbehaved with Sakshi. But when they meet again, Sulu changes his opinion after he sees Shrikant's love towards his family
members and also his dedication towards them. Soon, Shrikant comes to know that Sulu is in love with his mother. He does not
oppose it since he knows about their relationship with each other. When his mother comes to know about it, she becomes
suspicious of Shrikant's feelings towards Sulu. Shrikant clarifies that he is only in love with Sakshi and nothing above it. Even
when his mother is unable to understand this feeling, she supports Shrikant in whatever he does. Soon after this incident, Sulu's
uncle (Manish Malhotra) visits their home and meets her. He also starts loving her since the first time when she was seen by him
for the first time after marriage at his home.
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